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the left eye. Computed tomography scan showed diffuse thickening of dura, optic nerve sheath
and sclera in the left temporal and parietal region. He was diagnosed as having diffuse benign
hypertrophic pachymeningitis. Surgery was performed on the affected side after the diagnosis

was confirmed. The fascia covering the temporal and parietal region was incised and the
hypertrophied dura and bony skull were excised. A dural graft was used to cover the defect and

the fascia was closed. The postoperative period was uneventful with gradual improvement.
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takes advantage of the features offered by the engine. We also thought that it would be
interesting to try to make an underwater experience that doesn't feel like it's been sanitized for a

more marketable audience. On account of this, underwater games are rather rare, and we
believe that this is the first visual novel to come out of Japan. With the exception of the

underwater metallicity, if I were to say that this is an underwater visual novel, it would be a lie. I
think that the visual novel genre has seen its heyday. The main reason for this being that the

content is very familiar. This is one of the reasons why the visual novel genre has been doing so
well. The graphics have not really changed. The underwater aspect is difficult to give an

impression of. It consists of 5 screens where you can go to the surface to view the ocean depths
through a periscope that can be rotated and shifted. You can also view the ocean through a

camera that exists in those depths. You can only see the ocean in the current viewpoint when in
the deepest depths of the ocean. When you're too close, you'll only be able to see the water

surface. There are times when you will be able to see the life, which helps in the immersion. On
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